Glossary
Notation

Defination

AURAS
AURAS roman blind

The lined DREAM panel with strips attached to the lining
The Auras panel which folds and functions as a Roman Blind.

AURAS roofwindow
panel
AURAS sliding panels
ceiling lamp
certified
CLASSIC smooth
Color

The Auras panel which can be attached to the sloping windows in a
roof
The Auras panel which slides across rooms or windows as a screen
Refer to LIGHTs
External quality control of each DREAM after production
DREAM material with a smooth texture
Refer to KALEIDO and ROYAL

Customer specification
Door-Curtain
Double toned colors

Specific customer requirements with regard to size,
color,form,design, etc
The Freestyle DREAM with a standard size of 210x100cms
Colors which have a shot effect, reflect two different shades

DREAM

A range of unusual textile interior Design products, protected under
this Brand Name since 2006

DREAM CURTAIN
DREAM LIGHTs
DREAM TABLE
Floor length

The DREAM panelwith various applications as a screen and as a
decoration
DREAM Lamp series
floorlength table-skirt with table-liner
DREAM strips that hang lightly touching or just above the floor

FORM

The shape of a DREAM - generally determined by the way the hem
falls. Eg: V-form has the hem falling in a 'V' shape

FORM slanted

A diagonal hem, ie the bottom slants across from one short side to
the other longer side

FORM straight

A straight hem, ie the bottom is perfectly horizontal and both sides
have same height

FORM v

A 'V' shaped hem, ie the middle part is the longest and both sides are
shorter.

FORM inverted V

A hem shaped like an inverted 'V', ie the middle is the shortest and
both sides are longer.

Form-Step

DREAMs made with strips of different lengths which create different
step-like levels for the hem.

FREESTYLE
hanging lamp s.LIGHTs
hem
inner layer
inverted v-FORM

The walk-through DREAM panel, unlined and with free falling strips
Refer to LIGHTs
The bottom edge of a DREAM
The inside layer of the of the DREAM LIGHT shell
Refer to FORM

Kaleido
Kaleidoscope

DREAM color- range with special, color & light fast fabrics in vibrant
hues
Lamp with 14 color strips,one in each texture.
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lamps

Refer to LIGHTs

Lamp base
LED

Acrylic glass disc to which the DREAM shell and the light source is
attached.
Modern energy- saving lighting technique

LIGHTs hanging
LIGHTs ceiling
LIGHTs standing
LUMINARE pleated

Lamp series that hang at an distance (adjustable) of 10-80 cm from
the cieling
Lamp series that are attached directly to the cieling
Standing lamp series with a height of 185cm
DREAM material with a special pleated texture

MIRROR

DREAM made with strips overlapping from right to left instead of left
to right, usually as a counterpoint to another DREAM.

MULTISTYLE
outter layer
Points
roman blind
roof-window

Special system which gives maximum possibilities for the
customisation of DREAM with regards to size,form and design
The outside layer of the DREAM LIGHT shell
The triangular ends of the individual DREAM strips
Refer to AURAS
Refer to AURAS

room/space divider

A walk-through panel ( FREESTYLE) or a lined panel (AURAS) that
works as a screen and provides a relaxed division of space

ROYAL

DREAM color- range with double toned and metallic fabrics in deep,
rich shades

sequence
sliding panels s.AURAS
standing lamp

The specific pattern of arrangement of different colored strips in a
DREAM
Refer to AURAS
Refer to LIGHTs

strips

The long individual pieces of fabric that are stitched together to form
a DREAM

TABLE skirt
TABLE DREAM

A length of fabric which goes around the table to covers the front,
back and sides.
The DREAM table-skirt

TABLE liner
texture

The felt fabric lining used under the table cover which reduces
slipping and has the DREAM table-skirt attached to it
The feel or finish of a surface

uneven sequence

An irregular pattern of arrangement for different colored strips in a
DREAM

Velcro
Washing bag

A fastener consisting of two strips, one covered with small loops and
the other with small flexible hooks, which adhere when pressed
together
A special bag made for the washing of DREAM products
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